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"Watch Yo Back" is a very tight album.If you like bangin beats with that smooth under ground sound, then

you will love this CD. 17 MP3 Songs HIP HOP/RAP: Hardcore Rap, HIP HOP/RAP: Hip Hop Details: You

can't loose with this CD. The beats are tight the style is smooth and the artist is Fat. Now what more can

you ask for. Buy the CD if you want dope beats and tight rhymes. Buy the cd. R&B with down to earth

dirty beat bangin spit it how you feel type make. Hip Hop is at it's best when it is done for the love of the

music. I love to rap I just hate all the bull make that you have to deal with! So buy the CD HISTORY My

style is home grown in streets of Los Angeles where there is not a lot of 600 pound rappers, that kick

rhymes like I do. In 1992 I made my first tape "Back to The Under Ground" I got hooked up with a cat

named, Rabb who introduced me to the studio, back in 1990-91. A few weeks later I got a call from Fat

Jack  his brother Dejon Clark of Mass Men Production from a ad I had placed in the recycler.They took

me on as a rapper artist.From there I began to meet some very good artist like AWOL1, ATU, DK Toon, 

Volume 10  many more. Working with Fat Jack got me hooked up with DJ Slip of C.M.W. DJ Slip trained

me like Fat Jack, and Rabb did in the uses of studio gear, beat making and recording. Threw working with

Slip is how I ran into DJ Unknown. Jugg Head who was working on a solo joint is on my album, and I also

hooked up with him threw Fat Jack and Slip. That led to DJ Unknown of Celeb Ent. Who tought me some

mixing and mastering skills, and had me making tracks for the arist on his label, such as: Kid Frost, The

G'Fellas, Mellow Man Ace  Sen Dog, Rappin 4Tay,Coolieo, Roger Troutman, Goldie the "Mack," Daz 

Kurupt and many others. All work that was needed so I can keep recording my own music. Now I am

working on recording a new album. I have a break beat album coming out in Dec 2002. Write me and let

me know your thoughts peace!
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